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Abstract
Answer Set Programming (ASP) has recently been
employed to specify and run dynamic programming (DP) algorithms on tree decompositions, a
central approach in the field of parameterized complexity, which aims at solving hard problems efficiently for instances of certain structure. This ASPbased method followed the standard DP approach
where tables are computed in a bottom-up fashion, yielding good results for several counting or
enumeration problems. However, for optimization
problems this approach lacks the possibility to report solutions before the optimum is found, and for
search problems it often computes a lot of unnecessary rows. In this paper, we present a novel ASPbased system allowing for “lazy” DP, which utilizes
recent multi-shot ASP technology. Preliminary experimental results show that this approach not only
yields better performance for search problems, but
also outperforms some state-of-the-art ASP encodings for optimization problems in terms of anytime
computation, i.e., measuring the quality of the best
solution after a certain timeout.

1

Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP) [Brewka et al., 2011] is
a vibrant area of AI providing a declarative formalism for
solving hard computational problems. Thanks to the power
of modern ASP technology [Gebser et al., 2012], ASP
was successfully used in many application areas, including
product configuration [Soininen and Niemelä, 1998], bioinformatics [Guziolowski et al., 2013], and many more.
Recently, ASP has been proposed as a vehicle to specify and execute dynamic programming (DP) algorithms on
tree decompositions (TDs). TDs [Robertson and Seymour,
1984] are a central method in the field of parameterized complexity [Downey and Fellows, 1999], offering a natural parameter (called treewidth) in order to identify instances that
can be solved efficiently due to inherent structural features.
Indeed, many real-world networks enjoy small treewidth;
problems like S TEINER T REE can then be solved in linear time in the size of the network (see, e.g., [Chimani et
al., 2012]). Such efficient algorithms process a TD in a

bottom-up manner, storing in each node of the TD a table
containing partial solutions; see, e.g., [Niedermeier, 2006;
Bodlaender, 1993]. The size of these tables is bounded by
the treewidth, which, roughly speaking, guarantees the aforementioned running times. Abseher et al. [2014] proposed a
system that calls an ASP solver in each node of the TD on a
user-provided specification (in terms of an ASP program) of
the DP algorithm, such that the answer sets characterize the
current table. Its contents are then handed over to the next
call which materializes the table of the parent node and so on.
Albeit this method proved useful for rapid prototyping of
DP algorithms and performed well on certain instances, there
is one major drawback: A table is always computed in its entirety before the next table is processed. Hence, the system
cannot report anything before it has finished the table of the
TD’s root node (and thus computed all tables entirely). Moreover, this final table implicitly contains information on all solutions. This leads to situations where unnecessarily many
rows are computed, in particular if we only need one solution.
Even worse, in optimization problems the system cannot give
any solution until all solutions have been obtained.
In this paper, we present an alternative approach to using
ASP for DP on TDs that overcomes these shortcomings. Our
method is based on a “lazy” table computation scheme. In
particular, for optimization problems this allows us to interrupt the run and deliver the best solution found so far.
We first describe our general framework independently of
ASP. Then we show how we use ASP in the core of our algorithm for computing the DP tables. In contrast to the standard
approach from [Abseher et al., 2014], we now require multiple coexisting ASP solvers that communicate with each other.
Achieving this in an efficient way poses a challenge, however:
A naive way would be to restart a solver every time new information comes in. Alternatively, the recent multi-shot ASP
solving approach [Gebser et al., 2014] might be useful, as it
allows us to add information to a solver while it is running.
We implemented both alternatives and provide an experimental evaluation on several problem encodings using realworld graphs. The multi-shot approach turns out to have clear
advantages. We also demonstrate that the performance of our
new “lazy” algorithm is typically superior to the traditional
“eager” approach. Finally, we compare our algorithm to the
state-of-the-art ASP system clingo and show that on some
problems our system performs better in an anytime setting.

Related Work Anytime algorithms for certain ASP problem have been investigated in the literature. Alviano et
al. [2014] presented such an algorithm for computing atoms
that occur in all answer sets. Nieuwenborgh et al. [2006]
proposed an approximation theory for standard answer sets.
Also related to our approach, Gebser et al. [2015] propose a
method for improving the quality of solutions for optimization problems within a certain time bound. They customize
the heuristics to find the first solutions faster, with the drawback that checking for optimality becomes more expensive.
In contrast to that, our lazy evaluation method does not have
such undesirable side-effects compared to the eager approach.

2

Background

Answer Set Programming ASP [Brewka et al., 2011] is
a popular tool for declarative problem solving due to its attractive combination of a high-level modeling language with
high-performance search engines. In ASP, problems are described as logic programs, which are sets of rules of the form
a0 ← a1 ,...,am ,not am+1 ,...,not an

where each ai is a propositional atom and not stands for default negation. We call a rule a fact if n = 0, and an integrity
constraint if we omit a0 . Semantically, a logic program induces a collection of so-called answer sets, which are distinguished models of the program determined by answer sets
semantics; see [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991] for details.
To facilitate the use of ASP in practice, several extensions have been developed. First of all, rules with variables are viewed as shorthand for the set of their ground instances. Further language constructs include conditional literals and cardinality constraints [Simons et al., 2002]. The
former are of the form a:b1 ,...,bm , the latter can be written as s{c1 ,...,cn }t, where a and bi are possibly defaultnegated literals and each cj is a conditional literal; s and t
provide lower and upper bounds on the number of satisfied literals in the cardinality constraint. The practical value of both
constructs becomes apparent when used with variables. For
instance, a conditional literal like a(X):b(X) in a rule’s antecedent expands to the conjunction of all instances of a(X)
for which the corresponding instance of b(X) holds. Similarly, 2{a(X):b(X)}4 is true whenever at least two and at
most four instances of a(X) (subject to b(X)) are true.
We use the input language of the ASP system clingo [Gebser et al., 2014], which allows us to set the truth values of certain external atoms in the ground program “from the outside”.
We can thus assume certain truth values for these atoms, compute answer sets, and repeat this under different assumptions,
without having to re-ground the program. Atoms can be
declared as external by directives of the form #external
a:b1 ,...,bm where a:b1 ,...,bm is a conditional literal.
Tree decompositions Tree decompositions, originally introduced in [Robertson and Seymour, 1984], are tree-shaped
representations of (potentially cyclic) graphs. The intuition is
that multiple vertices of a graph are subsumed under one TD
node, thus isolating the parts responsible for cyclicity.
Definition 1 A tree decomposition (TD) of a graph G =
(V, E) is a pair T = (T, χ) where T = (N, E 0 ) is a (rooted)
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Figure 1: A graph G and a (semi-normalized) TD T of G
tree and χ : N → 2V assigns to each node a set of vertices
(called the node’s bag) as follows: (1) For each vertex v ∈ V ,
there is a node n ∈ N such that v ∈ χ(n). (2) For each edge
e ∈ E, there is a node n ∈ N such that e ⊆ χ(n). (3) For
each v ∈ V , the subtree of T induced by {n ∈ N | v ∈ χ(n)}
is connected. We call maxn∈N |χ(n)| − 1 the width of T . We
call a node n ∈ N a join node if it has two children with
equal bags, and we call T semi-normalized if all nodes with
more than one child are join nodes.
In general, constructing a minimum-width TD is intractable [Arnborg et al., 1987]. However, there are heuristics that give “good” TDs in polynomial time [Dechter, 2003;
Dermaku et al., 2008; Bodlaender and Koster, 2010], and
anytime algorithms that allow for a trade-off between time
and width [Gogate and Dechter, 2004]. We can transform
any TD into a semi-normalized one in linear time without increasing the width [Kloks, 1994].
Many computationally hard problems become tractable if
the instances admit TDs whose width can be bounded by a
constant. This is commonly achieved by DP algorithms that
traverse a TD in post-order (cf. [Niedermeier, 2006]). We use
the following framework for such computations: At each TD
node n, partial solutions for the subgraph induced by the vertices encountered so far are computed and stored in a table
Tn . When clear from the context, we equate nodes with their
tables (e.g., “child tables” are tables at child nodes). Each
table is a set of rows r consisting of (a) a set items(r) that
stores problem-specific data to be handled by the DP algorithm, (b) a nonempty set extend(r) of tuples (e1 , . . . , ek ),
where k is the number of child tables and ei is a row in the i-th
child table, and (c) an integer cost(r) whose intended purpose
is to indicate the cost of each (partial) solution obtainable by
recursively combining predecessor rows from extend(r). If
the root table is nonempty in the end, we can obtain complete
solutions by recursively combining rows with their predecessors. To achieve tractability if the width w is bounded, the
size of each table should be bounded by some function f (w).
Example 1 Consider the graph G and TD T in Figure 1. To
compute a minimum vertex cover of G via DP on T , we start
at n1 . For each vertex cover X of the subgraph induced by
the current bag χ(n1 ) = {a, b, c}, we insert a row r into Tn1
with items(r) = X, cost(r) = |X| and extend(r) = ∅ (as
n1 is a leaf, r has no predecessors). This gives us one row for
each of {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c} and {a, b, c}.
Now we proceed to n2 . Here a and b have been removed ({a, b} ⊆ χ(n1 ) \ χ(n2 )), and d has been introduced
(d ∈ χ(n2 ) \ χ(n1 )). We go through each row r1 ∈ Tn1 and
try to extend it as follows. We try each subset X ⊆ χ(n2 ) with
items(r1 ) ∩ χ(n2 ) ⊆ X. If X is a vertex cover of the subgraph induced by χ(n2 ), X extends r1 to a vertex cover of the

subgraph induced by χ(n1 )∪χ(n2 ), so we insert a row r into
Tn2 with items(r) = X, extend(r) = {r1 } and cost(r) =
cost(r1 ) + |X \ χ(n1 )|. When we have tried out all r1 and
X, we compress Tn2 by discarding each row r such that there
is a row s with items(r) = items(s) and cost(r) > cost(s)
(no solution involving r will be optimal). Then we exhaustively replace all r, s ∈ Tn2 such that items(r) = items(s)
with a single row t having items(t) = items(r), extend(t) =
extend(r) ∪ extend(s) and cost(t) = cost(r).
For instance, let r1 be the row in Tn1 with items(r1 ) =
{a, c}. We try to extend this row at n2 by trying out subsets of
χ(n2 ) = {c, d} that contain c (as c ∈ items(r1 ) and c is still
present in the bag of n2 ). Both subsets {c} and {c, d} are vertex covers of the subgraph induced by χ(n2 ), so we add a row
into Tn2 with items {c} and a row with items {c, d}. These
rows extend r1 to the partial solution {a, c} and {a, c, d}, respectively. Next, to extend the row in Tn1 with items {a, b},
we go through all subsets of χ(n2 ). The subset ∅ is not a vertex cover of the subgraph induced by χ(n2 ), so we skip it. For
the subset {c}, for example, we again add a row. Note that
Tn2 now contains two rows whose items are {c}: One has
cost 2 and one has cost 3. Due to the compression outlined
above, we will eventually delete the latter. Finally, we merge
all remaining rows that have the same items into one. For
instance, we end up with a row having items {c} and cost 2
that extends two rows in Tn1 : The one with items {a, c} and
the one with items {b, c}.
We handle n3 and n4 in an analogous way. For the join
node n5 , we try out each pair of predecessors (r2 , r4 ) from
Tn2 and Tn4 , respectively, such that they are “compatible”,
i.e., items(r2 ) = items(r4 ). From such a pair we obtain
a row r at Tn5 with items(r) = items(r2 ), extend(r) =
{(r2 , r4 )} and cost(r) = cost(r2 ) + cost(r4 ) − |items(r)|
(due to the inclusion-exclusion principle). Finally we compress Tn5 as before. Any row at Tn5 whose cost is minimal
among all rows in Tn5 can then be recursively extended to
obtain a minimum vertex cover of the original graph.
Traditional TD-based DP algorithms like this follow an
“eager evaluation” approach: At each decomposition node,
they compute a table in its entirety based on the (entire) child
tables. While this is theoretically efficient in many cases (as
long as the width is bounded), it has the property that we cannot give any solution until all tables are computed and we can
construct an optimal solution. In many practical applications,
though, we would like to report the best solution found after
a certain amount of time even if this solution is not optimal.
Traditional DP on TDs lacks such an anytime feature.

3

ASP for Anytime DP on TDs

We now present our main contribution: An algorithm that
performs DP on TDs via “lazy evaluation” in contrast to the
traditional “eager” approach. The basic idea is that whenever
a new row r is inserted into a table T , we try to extend r to
a new row in the parent table, and we only compute a new
row at T if all attempts of extending r have failed. In the best
case, we thus only need to compute a single row at each table
to reach a solution, whereas the eager approach would compute potentially huge tables. In the worst case, we compute as

many rows as the eager approach, with some additional overhead due to the constant “jumping around” between tables.

3.1

Algorithm Description

Algorithm 1: Main program
Input: table Troot of the root of a tree decomposition
1 lowestCost ← ∞
2 r ← nextRow(Troot )
3 while r 6= fail do
4
construct a solution from r and print it
5
lowestCost ← cost(r)
6
r ← nextRow(Troot )
We first compute a TD and run the main program (Algorithm 1) with the (still empty) root table Troot as input. There
we initialize the global variable lowestCost, which will keep
track of the cost of the best complete solution found so far.
Then we try to compute a row r at Troot by calling nextRow.
If this succeeds, then r witnesses a solution whose cost is denoted by cost(r). As we will see, nextRow only produces
rows that lead to solutions cheaper than lowestCost. Hence,
whenever we reach Line 4, we can use r to obtain a solution
that is the best so far. Then we update lowestCost and repeat
these steps to compute even better rows until this is no longer
possible and we have reached the optimum.
Algorithm 2: nextRow
Input: table T whose children we call T1 , . . . , Tn
Result: adds a row r to T s.t. cost(r) < lowestCost;
returns r, or “fail” if there is no such row
7 if T is empty then
8
initialize solverT
9
foreach T 0 in {T1 , . . . , Tn } do
10
r0 ← nextRow(T 0 )
11
if r0 = fail then return fail
12
activeT 0 ← r0
13
childCalledLastT ← n
14 r ← fail
15 while r = fail do
16
while solverT cannot find a new row candidate do
17
if activateNext(T ) = false then
18
if callChild(T ) = false then return fail
19
s ← new row candidate from solverT
20
if cost(s) < lowestCost and s is cheaper than any
row in T that has the same items as s then
21
insert s into T
22
r←s
23 return r
In the beginning, the subroutine nextRow (Algorithm 2)
initializes all tables (Lines 7–13): For each table T we start
an instance of an external solver, denoted by solverT , which
for now we consider as a black box responsible for computing
rows at T when given a combination of child rows.

Let T be any table and T1 , . . . , Tn be its children (if there
are any). By the time we reach Line 13 during a call to
nextRow(T), there is exactly one row r0 in each T 0 ∈
{T1 , . . . , Tn } that has been marked as the active row of T 0
(using the global variable activeT 0 in Line 12). The meaning
of active rows is the following: At any point of the execution,
the tuple (activeT1 , . . . , activeTn ) indicates the combination
of child rows that we are currently trying to extend to a new
row at T . Whenever solverT is invoked, it uses this tuple to
construct row candidates that extend the active rows.
Once we have set the active rows, we try to find a row
candidate s extending them. Suppose there is one (Line 19).
If its cost exceeds our bound (lowestCost), or if there is a row
in T having the same items as s and at most the cost of s, we
continue with the next row candidate. Otherwise we insert
s into T (replacing a row having the same items if possible)
and return s; execution will then proceed with the parent of T
making use of s (or, if T is the root, with the main program
registering a new solution).
Once there are no more row candidates at T for the current
active row combination (Line 16), we try the next combination of existing child rows (Line 17). If we have already tried
all of those, we need to compute a new child row (Line 18). If
this also fails, we know that there is no further row at T since
we have processed all combinations of child rows.
Algorithm 3 sets the active rows to a combination of existing child rows that has not been considered yet. For each
table T we use the global variable childCalledLastT to store
which child table has most recently produced a row (initialized in Line 13). The reason is the following: Once a row r
has been added to a child table Ti , we need to check whether
r allows us to produce a new row at T by trying out all combinations of r with existing rows from the other child tables. In
the course of this, we will keep activeTi fixed to r and vary all
activeTj with j 6= i until we have handled all combinations of
r with existing rows. Only then will we proceed to compute
a new row at a child table in Line 18.
Algorithm 3: activateNext
Input: table T whose children we call T1 , . . . , Tn ;
integer i (1 if not specified)
Result: sets (activeTi , . . . , activeTn ) to next combination
of existing rows; returns true iff successful
24 if i > n then return false
25 if i = childCalledLastT then
26
return activateNext(T, i + 1)
27 if activeTi is the last row of Ti then
28
activeTi ← first row of Ti
29
return activateNext(T, i + 1)
30 activeTi ← row in Ti that follows activeTi
31 return true
Repeated calls of activateNext(T) allow us to iterate
over all existing child rows similar to the way we can produce
all n-digit numbers by repeatedly incrementing a variable that
is initially 0. We can adapt this idea for our purpose by imagining that each of these n digits can have a different base:
For i 6= childCalledLastT , the i-th digit identifies a row in Ti ,

while the digit at position childCalledLastT can only take one
symbol (representing r) as if its base was 1.
Algorithm 4: callChild
Input: table T whose children we call T1 , . . . , Tn
Result: produces new row at a child of T ; resets active
rows of other children; returns true iff successful
32 if T has no children then return false
33 i ← nextChildToCall(T )
34 r ← nextRow(Ti )
35 while r = fail do
36
mark the table Ti as exhausted
37
if all of T1 , . . . , Tn are exhausted then return false
38
i ← nextChildToCall(T )
39
r ← nextRow(Ti )
40 childCalledLastT ← i
0
41 foreach T in {T1 , . . . , Tn } do
0
42
if T = Ti then activeT 0 ← r
43
else activeT 0 ← first row of T 0
44 return true
The subroutine callChild (Algorithm 4) is invoked
with T as input when all combinations of existing child rows
have been active. Its purpose is to compute a new row at a
child of T or return false if this is not possible. Let the children of T be called T1 , . . . , Tn . For each Tj we maintain a
flag that indicates whether Tj is exhausted, i.e., whether no
new rows can be added to Tj . Algorithm 4 uses a subroutine nextChildToCall (whose code we omit) to decide
which child table should produce the next row. The idea is
that nextChildToCall(T) takes the tuple (1, . . . , n), rotates it such that the element equal to childCalledLast is at the
back, and then removes any j such that Tj is exhausted. Then
nextChildToCall(T) returns the first element of the resulting tuple and thus identifies the next non-exhausted child
table following the child table called most recently (possibly
with “wrapping around”). In this way, we call child tables in
a round-robin fashion to ensure a certain fairness in the hope
of obtaining solutions more quickly than by filling one table
completely before proceeding to the next one. This hope is
based on the assumption that the likelihood of one row from,
say, T2 being “bad” (i.e., not leading to a solution) is higher
than the likelihood of a lot of rows from T1 being “bad”.

3.2

Further Optimizations

We implemented two further optimizations that we omitted
in the pseudocode for the sake of a clearer presentation. First
of all, especially TD nodes with more than one child incur a
big computational effort. For this reason, in addition to our
general algorithm that works on every TD, we implemented a
special treatment for semi-normalized TDs that does not call
an external solver at join nodes. Rather, it uses the fact that
many DP algorithms (e.g., the one in Example 1) produce a
row at a join node if and only if there is a combination of child
rows that “fits together”, which means that they all contain the
same “join-relevant” items. Which items are “join-relevant”
depends on the problem. In our implementation, the user can
mark the desired items with a special flag.

This join behavior allows us to greatly restrict the active
row combinations that must be considered. In fact, we can
ignore all combinations where some activei and activej differ on their “join-relevant” items. Whenever a new row r is
added to a child table, we can quickly identify which rows
from the other child tables can be combined with r. To find
such matches, we keep tables sorted and use binary search.
The second optimization regards the cost bound that is
used to discard rows that are too expensive. In our pseudocode, we follow the naive approach of eliminating rows
whose cost exceeds the cost of the best solution found so far
(Line 20). However, we can do better if the DP algorithm exhibits “monotone costs” (i.e., the cost of a row is at least the
sum of the costs of its origins): Suppose, for example, that T
is a table with children T1 , T2 , and that T1 is exhausted, which
means that all tables below it are exhausted, too. Then, in a
way, we “know everything” about the subgraph G0 induced
by the vertices that occur somewhere below T1 but have been
forgotten. In particular, we know that G0 contributes at least
a certain amount c to the cost of every solution, since each solution in part originates from some row in T1 . If the currently
best solution has cost k and we now try to compute a new row
at T2 , we can restrict ourselves to rows whose cost is below
k − c: If a row r at T2 had cost(r) ≥ k − c, any row in
T that originates from r would have a cost of at least k (due
to monotonicity) and would thus not lead to a better solution.
This argument can easily be extended to the case where not
T1 but some table below T1 is exhausted, and to the case of
more than two child tables. In this way, our implementation
can tighten the cost bound for new rows in many cases, which
often results in significantly fewer rows being computed.

3.3

Practical Realization

We implemented our algorithm by modifying the publicly
available D-FLAT system [Abseher et al., 2014]. This system so far only allowed for an eager evaluation technique
that works as follows. The user provides an ASP specification Π of a DP algorithm for her problem. At each TD node,
D-FLAT runs the ASP system clingo on Π, with the input
facts consisting of (a) the bags of the current node and its
children, (b) the subgraph of the problem instance induced by
the vertices in these bags, and (c) the (complete) child tables.
From each answer set D-FLAT then extracts a table row.
Our lazy evaluation algorithm on the other hand also calls
clingo on Π with the relevant bags and part of the instance
as input, but this time we do not provide the entire child tables. Instead, we only supply the currently active child rows.
In Line 8 of Algorithm 2, we set up clingo by grounding Π
together with its input. Note that we perform grounding only
in this initialization step and use the resulting propositional
program for all of the remaining execution.
For example, the following encoding allows us to compute
vertex covers of a graph with our lazy evaluation algorithm:
item(X) ← childItem(X), current(X).
{ item(X) : introduced(X) }.
← edge(X,Y), current(X), current(Y)
not item(X), not item(Y).
#external childItem(X) :
childNode(N), bag(N,X).

At each TD node, the system grounds this program together
with the bag information (provided as facts over predicates
childNode/1, bag/2, current/1 and introduced/1)
and the induced subinstance (facts over edge/2). The last
line declares all atoms of the form childItem(X) (where X
is a vertex in a child bag) as external, so the grounder does not
assume these atoms to be false even though no rule can derive them. Assumption-based solving allows us to temporarily freeze the truth value of these atoms according to the currently active rows, compute answer sets, then possibly change
the active rows and repeat the process.
Whenever we call the ASP solver (Line 16 of Algorithm 2),
one row in each child table is active and we set those atoms
childItem(X) to true where X is in an active child row (and
the others to false). Each resulting answer set specifies a table
row whose content is given by the terms within true atoms
over the item/1 predicate.
For optimization problems, a cost is associated with each
row. Our prototype implementation just uses the size of the
set of (join-relevant) items for this. This suffices for many
problems (in particular the ones we investigate in Section 4).
In the future, we will allow costs to be specified in ASP.

3.4

Applicability

It is a natural question for which problems our approach is
suitable. If a problem is expressible in monadic secondorder (MSO) logic, bounded treewidth leads to tractability
by [Courcelle, 1990]. The eager approach followed by the
D-FLAT systems works for all such problems [Bliem et al.,
2016]. In principle this also holds for our lazy algorithm,
but our implementation is currently restricted to problems in
NP (which simplifies algorithm descriptions and implementation). For MSO-definable problems on sufficiently large instances of small treewidth, our algorithm is expected to outperform systems that do not exploit bounded treewidth.

4

Experiments

We pursued three research questions in our experiments:
1. Does our lazy evaluation approach pay off compared to
the traditional “eager” one, which is conceptually simpler but
does not allow for anytime solving? 2. How does our system
compare to the ASP system clingo with respect to running
time, or the solution quality in case of timeouts? 3. Does
assumption-based solving perform better than the straightforward way of re-grounding for each active row combination?
We encoded two search problems (3-C OL, I NDEPEN DENT D OMINATING S ET ) and three optimization problems
(V ERTEX C OVER, D OMINATING S ET, S TEINER T REE with
unit costs) using 11 real-world graphs (public transport networks of different cities) as input. All instances and problem
encodings are available at http://dbai.tuwien.ac.
at/proj/dflat/lazy-experiments.tar.gz. We
chose real-world instances because DP on TDs is reasonable
only when the width is small, and the observation that realworld graphs often admit TDs of small width is the main motivation for this approach. The median width of our considered TDs is 5 (minimum: 3; maximum: 8).
We used the D-FLAT system with eager evaluation as well
as our lazy evaluation algorithm (denoted by eager and lazy,
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V ERTEX C OVER (times in centiseconds)
clingo B
115
85
153
clingo U (1) 111 (1) 83 (1) 150
lazy
(55) 111 (24) 83 (55) 150
eager
(65) 111 (32) 82 (68) 150

48
63
146
62
(0) 48 (0) 63 (1) 141 (0) 62
(13) 48 (19) 63 (52) 141 (20) 62
(17) 48 (24) 63 (63) 141 (26) 62

Table 1: Cost of best found solution for optimization problems after ten minutes (median over all runs; bold if optimal). Cells
without parentheses: timeout. In parentheses: running time. Some eager runs on S TEINER T REE ran out of memory; we treated
this as timeout. For clingo, “B” and “U” denote branch-and-bound-based and USC-based optimization, respectively.
Beijing Berlin London Munich Santiago Shanghai Singap. Timisoara Tokyo Vienna (M) Vienna (MT)
3-C OL
clingo
lazy
eager

0.02
2.14
16.28

0.01
0.36
1.28

0.02
0.90
3.96

0.01
0.18
0.36

0.01
0.27
0.75

0.02
0.95
6.22

0.01
0.30
0.97

0.02
1.34
30.93

0.01
0.32
1.07

0.01
0.16
0.30

0.01
0.49
2.85

0.01
0.43
0.64

0.00
0.26
0.32

0.00
0.16
0.18

0.01
0.30
0.65

I NDEPENDENT D OMINATING S ET
clingo
lazy
eager

0.01
0.47
0.62

0.01
0.31
0.36

0.01
0.61
0.73

0.00
0.17
0.20

0.00
0.24
0.29

0.01
0.55
0.68

0.00
0.24
0.24

Table 2: Time (in seconds; median over all runs) for finding a solution or determining that none exists.
respectively), and for lazy we tested both the re-grounding
and the assumption-based approach. Moreover, we compared
lazy against the ASP system clingo 4.5.4 with the default
branch-and-bound optimization strategy as well as one based
on unsatisfiable cores (with disjoint-core preprocessing). Our
encodings for clingo do not make use of decomposition.
The benchmarks ran on a Debian GNU/Linux system (kernel 3.16.0.4) on an Intel Xeon E5345 CPU at 2.33 GHz, using
only one core without hyperthreading. We limited each run to
1 GB of main memory and 10 minutes of CPU time. D-FLAT
running times include heuristic generation of a TD. As performance varies greatly depending on the TD, we used 30
different random seeds (causing different TDs) per instance.

4.1

Impact of Lazy Evaluation

Here we mainly inspect the ratio of the running time of lazy
to eager to find out if lazy brings improvements. The results
are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.
Eager terminated within the resource limits on all runs except for some on S TEINER T REE: On Beijing, Shanghai and
Timisoara all of the respective 30 runs were aborted, and 25

on London. For lazy, the situation is better: Only S TEINER
T REE on Beijing, Timisoara and London had aborted runs (6,
25 and 2, respectively). Thanks to lazy evaluation all of the
aborted runs were able to report a solution. The median cost
was even optimal (65) on Beijing, whereas on London it was
136 (optimum: 75) and on Timisoara 74 (optimum: 29).
In the following we compare the times for each pair of
completed runs. On all 3-C OL instances, lazy is significantly
faster (based on a Wilcoxon signed-rank test) with an overall
improvement of 72 % (1 minus median of the ratio of lazy’s
time to eager’s time; lower quartile Q1 = 64 %, upper quartile Q3 = 84 %). The improvement was particularly high on
Timisoara with 95 % (Q1 = 94 %, Q3 = 96 %).
Similarly, for I NDEPENDENT D OMINATING S ET, lazy is
significantly faster on all instances except Singapore, where
there is no significant difference. In fact, this is the only case
where there is no solution, so lazy is forced to compute as
many rows as eager. On the other instances, lazy overall gives
an 18 % improvement (Q1 = 15 %, Q3 = 22 %).
For D OMINATING S ET, lazy is faster on most instances,
but significantly slower on Shanghai and Tokyo (median “im-

provement” −82 % and −11 %, respectively). On the other
hand, lazy is particularly fast on Singapore (58 % improvement, Q1 = 56 %, Q3 = 61 %). Overall, lazy gives a 22 %
improvement (Q1 = 2 %, Q3 = 41 %) for this problem.
S TEINER T REE displays interesting behavior since the improvement ratios vary a lot between instances. On three instances lazy is significantly faster and on four it is significantly slower (which is not visible in Table 1 due to rounding). When looking at all instances together, its median “improvement” is −4 % (Q1 = −10%, Q3 = 80 %), but the
mean is 20 %. The reason is that on those instances where
lazy is better it offers a huge improvement (up to 90 %).
On all V ERTEX C OVER instances, lazy is significantly
faster (overall improvement 22 %, Q1 = 20 %, Q3 = 25 %).

4.2

Comparison to Clingo

As expected, clingo is always faster than lazy on the search
problems (cf. Table 2). For the optimization problems, we
compare the quality of the best solution found before timeout in Table 1. It makes a huge difference which of clingo’s
optimization strategies is used: By default, clingo employs
branch-and-bound search (BB), which aims at successively
producing models of decreasing costs until an optimal model
is found. Alternatively, clingo supports unsatisfiable-corebased (USC) optimization, which relies on successively identifying and relaxing unsatisfiable cores until eventually an optimal model is obtained. USC often has an edge over BB
when the optimum can be established. However, while it can
be combined with disjoint core preprocessing, aiming at an
approximation of the optimal solution, it lacks the anytime
behavior of BB. Hence, when the optimum is out of reach,
BB may dominate USC in terms of solution quality. More
detailed explanations are given in [Gebser et al., 2015].
On D OMINATING S ET and V ERTEX C OVER, USC solves
each instance optimally in at most 0.012 seconds, whereas
BB mostly times out. The corresponding median of the running times of lazy is 0.49 seconds (Q1 = 0.2, Q3 = 1.33),
with many outliers (maximum: 255.9 seconds).
The situation is different on S TEINER T REE, however.
Both USC and BB time out on most instances. On a few instances BB finds better solutions than USC before timing out,
but generally USC is better. We can observe that lazy clearly
outperforms both clingo configurations in this benchmark.

4.3

Influence of Assumption-based Solving

We compared our assumption-based algorithm to a naive approach, which, instead of using assumptions, simply grounds
the program anew whenever the active rows change. For this
comparison, we used all problems except S TEINER T REE due
to technical limitations that we will eliminate in the future.
As all of the 3960 runs completed except for 17 timeouts, we
only considered completed runs. Overall the re-grounding approach is significantly slower on each instance of every problem. It is 7.93 times slower overall (Q1 = 4.34, Q3 = 14.92),
and 1.79 times slower in its best run.

4.4

Discussion

Usually lazy is more efficient than eager. Especially on
search problems it often manages to avoid computation of

many rows and thus yields a solution much quicker. On optimization problems, lazy is forced to inspect a larger search
space, which leads to less predictable behavior in terms of
running time compared to eager. Lazy mostly still offers better performance, but it depends heavily on the problem and
instance. For example, on one D OMINATING S ET instance
lazy required 82 % more time for finding the optimum, but
on a S TEINER T REE instance eager was more than ten times
slower. Even though lazy may sometimes find the optimum
slower, this might be a price worth paying due to the possibility of giving suboptimal solutions along the way.
Clingo is generally very quick in finding some solution, so
on the search problems lazy could not compete with it. For
some optimization problems, clingo’s USC-based optimization strategy works remarkably well and outperforms lazy.
On other problems, it works less well: On S TEINER T REE
lazy often terminates in a short amount of time where clingo
times out, and even in cases where lazy times out it produces
much better solutions. We conclude that lazy offers a clear advantage compared to the traditional eager approach and can
in some cases outperform state-of-the-art ASP systems.
As a by-product, initial experiments yielded the insight that
for some search problems lazy is much faster when given a
path decomposition, i.e., a TD where every node has at most
one child. However, when using path decompositions for optimization problems, the memory requirements are usually
prohibitive. Furthermore, when comparing lazy and eager
on semi-normalized TDs, our experiments did not indicate a
clear winner in terms of memory. Which variant requires less
space seems to depend on the problem, instance and TD. We
plan to investigate this in future work.

5

Conclusion

We presented a generic algorithm for performing DP on TDs
by means of lazy evaluation, and we implemented a system
that allows the user to specify the DP steps for a particular problem in a declarative language. In contrast to existing solutions like [Abseher et al., 2014], this allows us to
print solutions before the optimum is found. Our experiments demonstrated that this is typically more efficient, also
for search problems without optimization, and on some problems it outperforms state-of-the-art ASP systems. We verified
that assumption-based solving, a recent advance in ASP solving technology, is indispensable for good performance.
In the future, we intend to improve efficiency by integrating the ASP solver tighter and tuning its parameters. Alternatively, it might be interesting to incorporate different formalisms instead of ASP. Moreover, for deciding at which table we should compute a new row, we proposed a round-robin
strategy, and we plan to investigate different strategies. As described in Section 3.2, we implemented a branch-and-bound
technique by discarding table rows that are more expensive
than the best known (global) solution so far. Currently, we
just ignore models that would induce such rows. We plan
to compare this to a version that adds constraints in ASP instead. Finally, our experiments indicate that the actual shape
of the TD has a high impact on running times, so techniques
from [Abseher et al., 2015] could also be beneficial.
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